July 3, 1972

IMPORTANT!

EBM/E10M Mower Arm Installation

Recent reports indicate an instance of a dealer installing one of the mower suspension arms incorrectly so that it interfered with the clutch/brake operation. It is extremely important that the rear suspension arm supporting the mower on the clutch/brake pedal side of the tractor be installed inside of the long 1/4" steel rod which connects the clutch/brake pedal to the idler arm. The inside of this rod is its side towards the center of the tractor.

When the arm is incorrectly installed outside of the clutch rod, lifting of the mower can bind or damage the rod or its clevis and impair clutch/brake operation thus preventing normal brake operation.

To prevent pinching of the mower motor power cords, they should pass under the angle supports to which the suspension arms are attached.

All set-up personnel should be made aware of the correct methods of installation and these points should be stressed to the homeowner upon delivery.